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Abstract – A country’s economic and industrial
progress is strongly governed by the level of its
innovation. However, the conditions that influence and
encourage stronger innovation trends are difficult to
determine, and this is due in part to the lack of a clear
consensus among diverse indicators of an economy’s
innovative capacity as well as to the complex relations
between such factors. This study independently
analyzes a few representative indicators of innovation
for various input variables considered to enable
innovation and ranks and selects them based on two
different analysis paradigms. One draws an overall
picture of relationships and interactions between
different variables and describes the position of
significant countries, and the other selects a set of
relevant features to extract rules typifying this
multifaceted interaction. A good consensus is observed
for these two analysis paradigms.
Keywords – Innovation, Global Innovation Index,
Feature Selection, Principal Component Analysis,
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1. Introduction
In a rapidly globalizing economy, the capacity to
constantly innovate through science and technology
is a necessary and powerful capability for a country’s
economic growth. While some countries demonstrate
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their superior capability in this regard, the drivers
behind the development of innovation capability
deserve close attention at both academic and
policymaking levels [1]. This may be considered an
important tool for addressing global challenges, and
identifying the key to enhancing innovative capacity
can not only be a main source of economic growth
and productivity but also facilitate competitiveness,
welfare progress, social development, and general
well-being.
The state of innovation and research is
characterized by huge disparities across geographic
regions in terms of their ability to foster innovation,
disseminate knowledge, collect and distribute
information, and develop research and scientific
activities, among others. Notwithstanding the
commonly acknowledged dependence of innovation
on a region’s economic development, the field of
innovation remains a complex and diverse activity
with many components [2].
To evaluate the role of government institutions in
developing and implementing innovation policies
and monitoring innovation performance and also to
compare different countries in terms of the level of
their technological innovation, previous studies have
proposed several innovation indices [1].
Using the citation rate of patents, Fleming and
Sorenson [3] proposed an index considering the
interdependence in inventions by studying
technology as a complex adaptive system. There is
also the Hidalgo and Hausmann index [4], which was
extended to generate a knowledge complexity index
combining U.S. patent records to the technological
composition of cities and the relative technological
advantage index proposed by Balland and Rigby [5].
Other prominent indices include the OECD Science,
Technology, and Industry Outlook [6], the European
Innovation Scoreboard [7], the Nordic Innovation
Monitor [8], and indices by UNCTAD [9] and the
World Bank [10].
Although there are many proposed indices in the
literature, none have been unanimously accepted.
However, the most popular one for global innovation
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is the Global Innovation Index (GII), which outlines
the importance and role of innovation in economic
growth and prosperity [11] and adopts an inclusive
vision of innovation that can be applied to both
developed and underdeveloped economies. For over
a decade since 2005, GII had been the leading
reference for researchers, policymakers, and
industries in quantifying and evaluating global
innovation.
This study explores the relationship between the
variables in GII at different levels that determine and
measure the innovativeness of world economies.
These innovation enablers and indicators (i.e., inputs
and outputs) are studied through two state-of-the-art
techniques, namely principal component analysis and
rough set theory. The positions of a few top
performing countries are examined with respect to
the efficiency ratio, a key indicator that is the ratio of
the overall output and the input innovation indices of
a country. The importance of variables determining
innovation is assessed, and a few variables are
chosen to relate innovation indicators to the selected
innovation enablers in the form of logical rules.
Finally, the PCA and RS results are compared for a
consensus on certain factors that reveal their complex
interconnection.
2. Related work
Innovation can be defined as “the implementation
of a new or significantly improved product (good or
service), or process, a new marketing method, or a
new organizational method in business practices,
workplace organization or external relations” [12].
Donso [13] questions the innovation indicators in
GII on the purported ground that most of innovative
activity occurs outside of the patenting system and
argued that since patents (and innovations) have
differences in their quality, complexity, or impact on
different markets, a simple patent count cannot be a
perfect indicator of a country’s innovation activity.
He proposes two innovation indices based on suitable
weights for patents and exports according to their
application.
Moser [14] describes that a substantial portion of
innovation activity takes place outside the patenting
system, suggesting that keeping innovations secret
can be a coherent strategy, particularly when the cost
of secrecy is lower than the potential loss from
imitators who can replicate the product or idea once
the innovation is disclosed through the patent.
Landry and Amara [15] note that economic
policies tend to focus on recommendations based
mostly on one or two major components such as
patents or investment in research and development
for particular innovative objectives. Archibugi et al.
[16, 17] argue that many conventional innovation
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indicators focusing solely on activities related to
science and technology cannot sufficiently measure
the real nature of innovation since they do not take
into account multifaceted factors that contribute to
the innovative capacity of different countries.
According to Balzat [18], the complex relationship
between expenditure on technology or research and
successful innovative activities is difficult to
accurately measure or fully understand, resulting in
some oversimplification for relatively simple
dependence between a country’s innovative input and
real economic performance. While learning from
international experience can be an avenue for a better
understanding of a multidimensional scenario,
similar inputs by different countries may not always
yield the same outputs [19].
There is a wide-ranging opinion on factors
influencing and determining the state of innovation
in a country. The foremost one is the development of
industries, specifically creative industries, which are
believed to have the greatest impact on the economy
through their innovative value. The development of
creative industries fosters economic activities that are
closely related to individuals’ creativity, talent, and
skill, each of which is known to foster intellectual
property. Creative industries represent the most
promising fields in highly developed economies and
contribute to wealth and job creation. They are also
the main source of innovative ideas. Creative
industries strengthen the innovative potential of an
economy and also generate not only physical but also
conceptually new products and services [20].
Software and services play an important role in
reinforcing and enabling a country’s innovative
atmosphere. As a major industrial differentiator and
the basis for a growing range of innovations,
software can substantially increase a country’s
industrial competitiveness as well as economic
growth, development, and welfare by creating,
exchanging, and applying new innovations across the
globe [21].
Education is another factor that greatly affects a
country’s innovative capability. In particular, the
pivotal role played by knowledge exchange between
institutions of higher education and enterprises in
triggering innovation is a key driver of technology
development underlying economic growth and
innovative activity [22].
3. Materials and methods
3.1 Dataset
The GII 2018 dataset is obtained from the GII
website [23]. It has data for 126 countries, and there
are 3 levels of variables:
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Level 1. This includes 7 top-level variables (or
“pillars” of innovation):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Institutions
Human capital and research
Infrastructure
Market sophistication
Business sophistication
Knowledge and technology outputs
Creative outputs
Of these 7 variables, the first 5 are input variables
determining the factors considered to be responsible
for innovation, and factors 6 and 7 are output
variables measuring the level of a country’s
innovative power.
Level 2. This includes second-level variables (or
“sub-pillars”). There are exactly 3 per each top-level
variable. These 21 sub-pillars and their abbreviations
are as follows:
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
5.1.
5.2.
5.3.
6.1.
6.2.
6.3.
7.1.
7.2.
7.3.

Political environment
Regulatory environment
Business environment
Education
Tertiary education
Research and development (R&D)
Information and communication
technologies (ICTs)
General infrastructure
Ecological sustainability
Credit
Investment
Trade, competition, & market
scale
Knowledge workers
Innovation linkages
Knowledge absorption
Knowledge creation
Knowledge impact
Knowledge diffusion
Intangible assets
Creative goods and services
Online creativity

Pol_env
Reg_env
Bus_env
Edu
Ter_edu
R_D
ICT
Gen_infra
Eco_sus
Cred
Inves
Trad_Mar
Know_wor
Innov_link
Know_abso
Know_crea
Know_impa
Know_diffu
Intan_asse
Crea_goo_s
Onli_crea

Level 3. The third (final) level of variables
includes the most detailed study of factors
responsible for the development of a country’s
innovative power, and these are considered the finest
measure of different manifestations of innovation.
There are 80 variables in total at this level (53 input
and 27 output), and these form the focus of this
study.
Missing Data

Being a substantial portion of the data, the variables
with more than 10% of their data missing are
eliminated. Through this criterion, 21 input variables
are eliminated. As a result, missing values decrease
to less than 3%.
For the output variables, 7 variables are chosen:
one from each sub-pillar (or second-level variable)
and the seventh from the first output sub-pillar (with
respect to knowledge creation). Therefore, the data
subset for the analysis includes 32 input and 7 output
variables. Table 2. provides the list in columns and
rows.
Missing data are imputed with the help of the R
package mice. According to Bodner [24], the number
of imputations should be set to the percentage of
missing values. The missing values are imputed
accordingly using the pmm method with 3
imputations and 5 iterations.
3.2

Correlation between pairs of variables

The pairwise correlations between the 21 secondlevel variables (or “sub-pillars”) are studied to gain
insights into the degree of dependence or redundancy
in the variables. The correlation between two
variables x and y is given by
rxy 

  x  x  y  y 
 x  x   y  y 
i

i

2

i

2

,

(1)

i

where the summation is over all countries (denoted
by subscripts i  1, 2,
, 126 ). The resulting
correlogram is presented in Section 4.1.
3.3

Principal Component Analysis

Data with many variables are difficult to visualize
or analyze and thus pose problems in terms of
suggestions or recommendations. Moreover,
redundancy naturally occurs in most datasets across
several variables. To remove such problems, it is
often necessary to reduce the dimensionality of a
dataset, with the known limitation of losing some
detailed information in the process.
One popular way to reduce dimensionality in data
is to look at only the first few principal components
containing
relevant
information.
Principal
components (PCs) are linear combinations of original
variables that are mathematically computed as eigen
vectors of the covariance matrix of the dataset.
Formally, the data may be supposed to be
composed of m observations, each characterized by n
variables v1 , v2 , , vn . Now let vi ( k ) denote the
value of the ith variable for the kth observation. The
covariance matrix for the dataset is then

There are around 12% missing values in the thirdlevel input variables (composing pillars 1 to 5).
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 cov(v1 , v1 ) cov(v1 , v2 )
 cov( v , v ) cov( v , v )
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2
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S 


 cov( vn , v1 ) cov( vn , v2 )

cov(v1 , vn ) 
cov( v2 , vn ) 
(2)


cov( vn , vn ) 
where cov( x, y) is the covariance of two variables
expressed as
1 n
(3)
cov( x, y )    xi  x  yi  y 
n i 1

The first principal component (or PC1) is
calculated as the eigen vector corresponding to the
largest eigen value of S , the second PC (or PC2), as
the eigen vector corresponding to the second largest
eigen value, and so on. The proportion of variance
explained by each PC is proportional to the
magnitude of the corresponding eigen value. The
detailed derivation and implementation of PCA can
be found in [25].
Two plots are commonly used to visualize the
interrelation between variables (through score plots)
and countries (through loading plots). Although there
are 33 variables in a dataset (32 input variables plus 1
output variable at a time), it is possible to
conveniently plot and inspect all points for insights
into their relationships. Variables that are placed
close together in PC1-PC2 (or PC1-PC3, PC2-PC3)
plots are deemed to have the same kind of influence.
To identify factors related to the innovation output, it
is necessary to look at variables that are close to the
output point (marked as a vector from the origin and
labeled in red). A better measure of the dependence
of variables on the output indicator is the projection
of the input variable (considered as a vector) on the
indicator vector. Therefore, variables lying
perpendicular to the indicator vector have no
influence on the output or indicator variable; those
lying on the side of the indicator vector itself have
positive influence, and those lying on the opposite
side of the indicator vector exert negative influence.
In the case of loading plots, only the top few
countries exerting maximum influence on principal
components are plotted to avoid congestion of too
many (126) points. The influence is measured using
the contribution and cos2 metrics, which quantify the
importance of a component for a given observation:
f i,2k
f i,2k
contribi, k 

 fi,2k  k
i

cos2i, k 

f i,2k

f

2
i, k



f i,2k

(4)

di 2

k

where f i, k is the factor corresponding to the ith
observation in the kth eigenvector,  k is the kth
eigenvalue, and d i is the distance of the ith point
from the origin of the relevant loading plot.
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3.4

Rough Set Analysis

Rough set theory is a new mathematical paradigm
for addressing uncertainties and controlled precision
in data. Proposed by Pawlak [26] in 1985, this theory
has become a popular tool for analyzing discrete data
that can be grouped into one of several classes or
categories. The rough set (RS) has seen applications
in econometrics, bioinformatics, medicine, and
pharmacology, among many others.
Data must be discretized before a successful RS
analysis, although there are algorithms for which
discretization and finding a set of reduced features
(called the “reduct”) can be simultaneously
implemented [27]. Features are usually discretized
into several categories through “cuts,” which
determine the boundary of contiguous intervals of a
variable. It is often customary to denote resulting
intervals with linguistic labels such as “high,”
“medium,” or “low.” There are several ways to
perform this discretization, with equal-width and
equal-height intervals being popular. When values
are more important, equal-width intervals can be
used. When the distribution is highly skewed with
more observations either on lower or higher limits of
the variable range (as in the present study), equalheight intervals are considered more suitable. This
method is also known as discretization based on
unsupervised percentiles or quantiles. They are
unsupervised since the class (or other) variables are
not taken into account when discretizing a particular
variable. Another popular discretization method is
based on maximal discernibility, a supervised
method for denoting intervals of any input variable.
Once discretized, the dataset is converted into
corresponding category values from numeric scores.
Subsequently, a few variables are chosen that could
be deemed sufficient to draw inferences for all
observations in the data. Various heuristics can be
used to find a sufficiently accurate reduct in feasible
time. Heuristics such as QuickReduct [28], 1R and
MRSreduct [29] can be used to find reducts.
The third and last step in the RS analysis is the
induction of rules. Rules are extracted from the
discretized and reduced dataset in the form of IFTHEN statements:
IF  THEN 
or    . (5)
The antecedent  typically contains criteria on
different input variables (with respect to innovation
determinants), and the consequent  is a single
decision about the output (innovation indicator). In
practical datasets, a rule is considered valid if it has
many observations in its “support” and
proportionately few observations that “contradict”
the rule. There are different recommendations
regarding threshold values of these parameters that
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govern how well a rule represents the general trend
in the data. In the present analysis, the following two
criteria are used to select a rule:
(i)
Support size ≥ 5 and
(ii)
Laplace accuracy ≥ 0.5,
where the support size and Laplace accuracy of a
rule are defined as
Support size    
Laplace accuracy 

with 

  1
 c

(6)

being the number of observations covered

by the rule,    being the total number of
observations in the predicted class covered by the
rule (also the “support size” of the rule), and c being
the number of output classes in the rule [30]. The
support size and Laplace accuracy of a rule are
reported at the end of each rule in square brackets.
For an idea of the measure of Laplace accuracy
metric, if a rule has 11 observation in its support and
1 observation contradicting the rule, then the Laplace
accuracy measure comes to (11 + 1)/(12 + 5) ≈ 0.7.
4. Results and Discussion
The important factors and underlying facts in a
country’s innovation can be effectively identified
using PCA and RS analysis. PCA reveals the
importance of variables across principal dimensions
and segregates countries according to their influence
on specific innovation outputs, and RS identifies a
few significant variables to draw rules documenting
the interdependence of input and output innovation
indicators. Quantitative results, along with qualitative
implications, are illustrated below in tables and
figures.
The whole analysis is carried out using the R
ecosystem. Various packages are employed for
different analyses and reported in the subsequent
section, including mice (imputing missing values),
ggfortify and factoextra (for PCA), and Rcpp and
RoughSets (for RS analysis).
4.1 Pairwise correlation between level-2 variables
As a preliminary analysis, the 21 second level
variables (or “sub-pillars”) are analyzed for their
inter-variable correlations for insights into the degree
of redundancy inherent in the data. Fig. 1. plots the
resulting correlogram.
Variables are clustered before plotting them on the
correlogram to place closely related variables near
one another. One notable fact from the plot is that no
variables have negative correlations with one another.
This indicates that the GII variables could be chosen
or constructed to have positive effects on one another.
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Fig. 1. Pairwise correlations of variables

The plot further reveals that for interrelations between
input and output variables,
 Knowledge diffusion (Kno_diffu) is highly
correlated with Knowledge absorption (Kno_abso),
and
 Knowledge creation (Kno_crea) is highly related to
both Research and Development (R_D) and
Knowledge workers (Kno_wor).
In addition, there is some redundancy between
several input variables:
 Political environment (Pol_env) as well as
Knowledge workers (Know_wor) with Information
and communication technologies (ICT),
 Regulatory environment (Reg_env) with Political
environment (Pol_env), which of course belonged
to the broader class of pillar 1 variables, and
 Knowledge workers (Know_wor) with Research
and Development (R_D).
Knowledge and technology outputs (pillar 6) are
heavily dependent on the level of business
sophistication (pillar 5), particularly the presence of
knowledge workers.
4.2 PCA score plots: Importance of variables
The 32 level-3 variables (after cleaning and
imputing missing values) are analyzed together with
one output variable at a time. Each of the 7 data
subsets shows nearly the same variation pattern in the
proportion of variance in the data explained by the
first few principal components. Table 1. lists the
values.
Table 1. Variation in the data explained by the first four
principal components (in %)
Compo Pat_ Sci_ GDP_ FDI_ Trad_ Crea_ Wiki_
nent
ori pub ppe
out ori
exp
edt
43.1

42.6

43.1

43.8

PC2

6.9

7.2

7.1

6.9

6.9

7.4

7.2

PC3

6.2

6.0

6.1

6.4

6.2

6.1

6.0

PC4

4.9

4.9

4.8

5.2

4.8

4.8

4.8

PC1

43.6 43.8 42.4
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The first two PCs explain about 50% of the
variation in the data. The present research focuses
only on the first two principal components for the
primary and most important conclusions about
intrinsic interrelationships in the data.
Plotting PC1 vs. PC2 for one output variable at a
time (along with the 32 input variables) gives 7 score
plots. Figs. 2 to 8 show the positions of these
variables along the PC1-PC2 axis.

Fig. 4. Score plot for GDP_ppe with inputs

Fig.2. Score plot for Pat_ori with inputs

Fig. 5. Score plot for FDI_out with inputs

Fig. 3. Score plot for Sci_pub with inputs

Fig. 6. Score plot for Trad_ori with inputs
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Logistics performance (Logi_par), Domestic credit
to private sector (Cre_pri), and University/industry
research collaboration (Uni_col) in the second
cluster, along with State of cluster development
(Clu_dev) and Intensity of local competition
(Loc_com) placed in the vicinity.
The variables in the first cluster are from the first
and third pillars, whereas the second cluster consists
of variables from the third and fifth pillars.
The third observation related to the breakup of the
most important variables influencing each of the 7
outputs. These results can be compared to the RS
reducts found for each of the outputs (see Error!
Reference source not found..), where there is great
similarity:
Fig. 7. Score plot for Crea_exp with inputs

 The influencing factors for Patent applications by
origin (Pat_ori) is mostly determined by Logi_per,
Gov_onl, Crea_pri, IP_pay, Clu_dev, Pat_fam,
Gov_eff, Ease_min, and Ease_res and to some
extent by other variables including Pol_sta,
Dom_mar, and HT_imp.
 Scientific and technical publications (Sci_pub) has
a rather different set of features such as Pol_sta,
Env_per, App_tra, and the first cluster Reg_qua,
Rul_law, Gov_eff, ICT_eff, and ICT_use, along
with Ease_res, Ter_enr, Pat_fam and Elec_out.
 The innovation indicator Growth rate of GDP per
person engaged (GDP_ppe) is related to a
completely different set of features, among which
Dom_mar, HT_imp, Clu_dev, Logi_par, Uni_col,
and Cap_for play a dominant role.
 Foreign direct investment net outflows (FDI_out)
has nearly the same characteristic as Sci_pub and
seems to be related to the same set of variables in a
similar way.

Fig. 8. Score plot for Wiki_edt with inputs

The score plots reveal important insights into the
interrelations between input and output variables.
One striking instance is the variable Gross capital
formation (Cap_for), which has a negative impact on
almost all input and output variables (except for
GDP_ppe or the growth rate of GDP per person
engaged), which implies that the more a country
focuses on transforming its resources to fixed capital,
the more likely the short-term gain is to be penalized
by the country’s weaker innovation capacity. The
next notable relationship can be attributed to the
clustering of a few input variables. Two clusters are
evident in most score plots:
Cluster 1.
Regulatory quality (Reg_qua), Rule
of law (Rul_law), Government effectiveness
(Gov_eff), ICT access (ICT_acc), and ICT_use in
the first cluster and
Cluster 2.
Government’s
online
service
(Gov_onl), Online e-participation (Onl_epa),

SAR Journal – Volume 1 / Number 3 / 2018.

 Trademark application class count by origin
(Trad_ori) seem to be the weakest of the 7 output
innovation indicators considered in the study,
marked by the shortest output vector of all the 7
score plots, and the principal factors that encourage
or produce more Trademark applications in a
country seem to be Pol_sta, App_tra, Ease_sta,
ISO_14ec, ICT_imp, Cost_red, FDI_in, and
Exp_edu.
 Creative goods exports (Crea_exp) seems to be a
remotely fathomable output, with only HT_imp
and Dom_mar clearly influencing it, and the
second cluster of variables (above) also exert some
influence on Crea_exp.
 Finally, Wikipedia yearly edits (Wiki_edt) is the
third output in the series that behaves almost
identically to Sci_pub and FDI_out in its
relationship to the input variables.
These results suggest that the three output
variables Scientific publications, Wikipedia edits, and
101
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FDI outflows behave in a highly similar manner and
coincide in their set of influencing factors. Although
similar behaviors are expected for the first two
innovation indicators, it remains to be determined
how the third (for FDI outflow) can be so closely
related to the two. Further, an interesting and
revealing observation is that almost all indicators are
very closely related to a country’s political stability.
This indicates a need for future research aptly
revealing the complex relationships between political
stability and most innovation indicators.
4.3 PCA loading plots: Position of countries
The loading plots for the PCA show only 20
countries (out of 126) that top the list of contributors
in their cos2 component explained in equation (4).

Fig. 12. Loadings of top 20 countries for FDI_out

Fig. 9. Loading of top 20 countries for Pat_ori

Fig. 13. Loadings of top 20 countries for Trad_ori

Fig. 10. Loading of top 20 countries for Sci_put

Fig. 14. Loadings of top 20 countries for Crea_exp

Fig. 11. Loadings of top 20 countries for GDP_ppe

Fig. 15. Loadings of top 20 countries for Wiki_edt
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4.4 Rough set reduct: Important features and cuts
For a successful RS analysis, the class or output
variable first must be transformed into a categoric
variable through proper cuts. In the present analysis,
this is done through 5 equal-height quantiles to
segregate each output variable across cuts so that

SAR Journal – Volume 1 / Number 3 / 2018.

Wiki_edt

Crea_exp

GDP_ppe

Table 2. Features selected in reducts of 7 data subsets,
along with interval boundaries (or cuts)

Pol_sta
Gov_eff
Reg_qua
Rul_law
Cost_red
Ease_sta
Ease_res
Exp_edu
Ter_enr
ICT_acc
ICT_use
Gov_onl
Onl_epa
Elec_out
Logi_per
Cap_for
GDP_pue
Env_per
ISO_14ec
Ease_cre
Cre_pri
Ease_min
App_tra
Loc_com
Dom_mar
Uni_col
Clu_dev
Pat_fam
IP_pay
HT_imp
ICT_imp

      



  





 
 





Trad_ori

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

FDI_out

Variable

Sci_pub

However, their presence is necessary to draw
conclusions about how innovation in a country is
influenced by diverse factors. That is, to understand
the source of innovation, it is important to understand
not only how and where innovation takes place but
also how and where it does not take place or does so
only very poorly.
A closer look reveals some important insights into
the orientation of more developed economies along
different policies and preferences. Finland, Denmark,
New Zealand, and Switzerland (the top scorer in the
global efficiency ratio rank) are oriented toward
Political stability (Pol_sta), ICT_imp, FDI_in,
Cost_red, and Ease_sta, and countries including
Sweden, Austria, Australia, and Canada seem to
prefer infrastructure elements such as ICT_access,
ICT_use, Reg_qua, and Ease_sta. Common to both
these clusters is Sweden, which can be best described
as maintaining a balance between these elements. On
the other hand, US, Japan, and Germany (and to some
extent UK and France) stress High Technology
imports (HT_imp) to enrich their Domestic markets
(Dom_mar), clearly making them leaders in Creative
exports (Crea_exp) among the most prominent
innovation indicators. The poorer countries
(representatives in the top 20 contributors of loadings)
form two clear clusters: One includes the Asian
countries of Bangladesh and Pakistan, while the other
includes the African countries of Togo, Benin,
Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire (all four neighboring
countries and presumably similar government
policies), and Madagascar, with Cameroon in their
close vicinity. The African countries may lack the
market-flooding capability of US, Japan, and
Germany, while the Asian countries of Bangladesh
and Pakistan probably lack political stability or
government infrastructure.

Pat_ori

There is marked similarity in the plots, and 90%
of the countries are common to all of them, occupying
nearly the same positions in each plot. The rich and
poor countries are clearly distinguished by being
placed on either the negative and positive sides of the
PC1 axis.

Subsequently, each input variable is discretized
into 3e intervals prior to the RS analysis. The
discretization is marked by interval boundaries
demarcating the “Low,” “Med,” and “High” values of
the 32 variables.
There are several available
procedures in this discretization. One simple but
effective method is through quantiles, which
discretize a variable into equal-height intervals. The
additional advantage of using equal-height intervals is
that all input and output variables get discretized
through quantiles. Error! Reference source not found..
shows the features in the reduct together with their
discretization through a pair of cuts.

Sl. No.

The countries are color-coded by their efficiency
ratio in the GII 2018 report. This gives a simultaneous
perspective of (i) countries that (both positively and
negatively) affect the 7 innovation indicators and (ii)
their global ranks in utilizing different innovation
enablers to maximize these indicators. The loading
plots are shown in Fig. 9 to 15.

approximately 25 (or one-fifth of 126) countries fell
into each category. The resulting categories are
labeled as “Very High,” “High,” “Med,” “Low,” and
“Very Low.”

  








  







 













 






Cut values

55.90, 74.03
40.13, 57.96
–
34.43, 58.04
80.48, 92.40
84.03, 91.20
43.43, 62.55
33.54, 48.90
26.27, 50.72
–
36.93, 61.73
50.49, 71.25
–
6.52, 17.13
28.44, 58.04
39.98, 49.07
19.06, 33.51
–
4.27, 18.02
50, 70
–
53.33, 63.33
71.21, 89.49
63.72, 72.48
41.66, 60.35
37.59, 46.19
40.84, 51.48
0.51, 2.64
8.91, 21.95
19.16, 31.44
13.88, 28.39
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32 FDI_in

Wiki_edt

Crea_exp

Trad_ori

FDI_out

GDP_ppe

Sci_pub

Variable

Pat_ori

Sl. No.
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Cut values

38.33, 43.64

A closer look at Table 2. reveals some variables to
be present in most of the reducts, indicating them to
be the most important ones:






Political stability,
Cost of redundancy dismissal,
ICT_use,
Capital formation, and
Intellectual property payments.

On the other hand, some variables are not present
in any reduct and thus may be superfluous or
redundant with respect to the RS model, which is
designed to predict the class of the relevant output:






Regulatory quality,
ICT access,
Online e-participation,
Environmental performance, and
Domestic credit to private sector.

While being present in a reduct more frequently
definitely indicates a positive impact of the variable
on the relevant output, its absence or rare presence
does not necessarily indicate a lack of any
relationship with the output. In many such cases, it
may be some strong dependence on some other input
variable that renders it unnecessary in a reduct. For
example, ICT use is highly correlated with ICT access
(with a correlation coefficient of 0.95), rendering the
latter useless as long as the former is taken into
account. Overall, 8 to 11 variables take part in some
reduct (as only a handful is considered sufficient),
forming the IF-THEN rules.
4.5 Rules from Rough Sets
For each output variable, a set of rules is obtained
to depict the relationship between significant features
and each output variable such that the two quantities
at the end of each rule indicate the support size and
Laplace accuracy of the rule, which are quantified in
eq. (6). The rules for each of the 7 innovation
indicators are as follows:
Rules for Patent applications by origin (Pat_ori):
IF Ease_res is High and FDI_in is Low and Clu_dev
is is High THEN Pat_ori is Very High [11; 0.69]
IF Ease_min is Low and IP_pay is Low and Ease_res
is Low THEN Pat_ori is Low [16; 0.62]
IF Ease_res is Low and Logi_per is Low and App_tra
is Low THEN Pat_ori is Very Low [8; 0.69]
IF App_tra is Low and IP_pay is High THEN Pat_ori
is Med [6; 0.65]
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IF IP_pay is High and ICT_use is High and Clu_dev
is High and App_tra is Med THEN Pat_ori is Very
High [6; 0.55]

Rules for Scientific publications (Sci_pub):
IF Elec_out is High and Exp_edu is High and
Pat_fam is High and Pol_sta is High THEN Sci_pub
is Very High [13; 0.78]
IF Elec_out is Med and Cost_red is High and App_tra
is Med THEN Sci_pub is High [7; 0.67]
IF Ease_sta is Low and Pat_fam is Med THEN
Sci_pub is Med [9; 0.57]
IF Pat_fam is High and App_tra is Med and Pol_sta is
High THEN Sci_pub is High [10; 0.53]
IF FDI_in is Med and Elec_out is Low THEN
Sci_pub is Med [10; 0.53]
Rules for Growth rate of GDP per person engaged
(GDP_ppe):
IF IP_pay is Low and Pol_sta is High and Cap_for is
High THEN GDP_ppe is Very Low [6; 0.55]
IF Ter_enr is Low and FDI_in is High and Pol_sta is
low and Dom_mar is Low THEN GDP_ppe is Med
[5; 0.5]
IF Ease_sta is High and Cost_red is Med and Cap_for
is Med THEN GDP_ppe is Low [5; 0.5]
IF Pol_sta is Low and Dom_mar is Low THEN
GDP_ppe is High [5; 0.5]
Rules for Foreign direct investment, net outflows
(FDI_out):
IF Gov_eff is and FDI_in is High and Pol_sta is High
THEN FDI_out is Very High [10; 0.67]
IF ICT_use is Low and Ease_cre is Med THEN
FDI_out is Very Low [7; 0.5]
IF Gov_eff is Med and ISO_14ec is Med and Pol_sta
is Low THEN FDI_out is Med [7; 0.5]
IF Pol_sta is Low and FDI_in is Med THEN FDI_out
is Low [7; 0.5]
IF ICT_use is Low and FDI_in is Low and Pol_sta is
Low and Ease_cre is Low THEN FDI_out is Very
Low [7; 0.5]
Rules for Trademark application class count by
origin (Trad_ori):
IF Ease_sta is Med and FDI_in is High and ICT_use
is High THEN Trad_ori is Very High [5; 0.6]
IF ICT_use is High and Ease_min is Med THEN
Trad_ori is High [11; 0.5625]
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IF Gov_onl is Med and FDI_in is Med and ICT_use
is Med THEN Trad_ori is Med [7; 0.58]
IF Uni_col is Med and ICT_use is Med and Cost_red
is Med THEN Trad_ori is Med [5; 0.5]
Rules for Creative goods exports (Crea_exp):
IF Logi_per is High and Ter_enr is Med THEN
Crea_exp is Very High [8; 0.69]
IF IP_pay is Low and Ease_cre is Low and GDP_pue
is Low and Ter_enr is Low THEN Crea_exp is Very
Low [7; 0.58]
IF Loc_com is Low and ICT_use is Med THEN
Crea_exp is Low [13; 0.5]
IF Logi_per is High and Cost_red is Med THEN
Crea_exp is Very High [9; 0.5]
IF IP_pay is High and Pol_sta is High and ICT_use is
High THEN Crea_exp is Med [7; 0.5]
Rules for Wikipedia yearly edits (Wiki_edt):
IF Gov_eff is High and Exp_edu is High and
Elec_out is High THEN Wiki_edt is Very High [16;
0.76]
IF Gov_eff is Low and Cost_red is High and Elec_out
is Low THEN Wiki_edt is Very Low [7; 0.67]
IF IP_pay is High and Elec_out is High and Cost_red
is High THEN Wiki_edt is High [6; 0.64]
IF Elec_out is Low and IP_pay is Low and Gov_eff is
Low THEN Wiki_edt is Very Low [11; 0.56]
IF Elec_out is Low and Rul_law is Low THEN
Wiki_edt is Low [11; 0.5625]
IF Gov_eff is High and Elec_out is High and Pol_sta
is High THEN Wiki_edt is Very High [7; 0.5]
The rules depict more detailed interrelationships
between innovation enablers and indicators (i.e., input
and output variables). While the reducts consist of
around 10 variables, most rules have a much smaller
length of around 3 variables. Discretizing the
variables help to capture generalized patterns in the
data and produce convenient rules that can be used to
find the root cause of a country’s superior (or poor)
innovative
capacity
and
derive
policy
recommendations that can reinforce strengths and
remove weaknesses with respect to achieving better
conditions for greater innovation.
4.6 Comparison between PCA and RS findings
PCA is a linear statistical tool for measuring
variation in data across different features and takes
into account continuous feature values, building
orthogonal axes to best represent data in a few
dimensions. Its way of looking at data is linear,
continuous, and holistic in that the axes constructed
by PCA are valid homogenously and unambiguously
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across whole data. On the other hand, RS is a
comparatively modern, computer-based, and stepwise
way of looking at the same data, and it thus must
discretize the data into coherent and exclusive
intervals, constructing very different rules for each
discrete interval. PCA plots all variables in a reduced
Cartesian space, whereas RS chooses a subset of
features to draw necessary information about granular
data. In this regard, RS can be said to be a crystalline
or granular counterpart of PCA, whereas PCA can be
seen as an amorphous or smoothened version of RS.
The two methods have their own distinct ways of
looking at data, but their observations are markedly
similar. Some striking similarities are as follows:
 Reg_qua, ICT_acc, Onl_epa, and Crea_pri are
part of the two clusters (implying high
redundancy with other features) comprising 4 of
the 5 features not considered in any RS reduct.
 Some other features are present in only 1 of the 7
reducts with respect to Rul_law, Gov_onl (which
are also part of the two PCA clusters), Loc_com,
ISO_14ec, Pat_fam, and HT_imp (which seem to
exert very little influence on the output).
 It is customary to consider a principal component
to be significant (relative to any average original
variable) if its eigenvalue exceeds 1, and there are
exactly 8 to 11 PCs with eigenvalues exceeding 1,
where this number (indicating the rank of
datasets) is also reflected in the number of
variables included in each reduct (with just 8 to
11 variables).
 The most significant variable in the RS is
Political stability, which is included in all 7
reducts. This is also the variable placed nearest to
the line of majority of output vectors with respect
to Sci_pub, FDI_out, Trad_ori, and Wiki_edt.
 Trad_ori has the shortest vector length in PCA
and the minimum number of significant rules in
RS. This can be regarded to confirm that
trademark counts are a weak indicator of
innovation.
5. Conclusion
Among available innovation indices, the Global
Innovation Index (GII) and its features are analyzed
for deeper insights into the cause of success or failure
of countries in achieving better innovative capacity.
While previous studies have suggested that
innovation is difficult to measure and even more
complicated to analyze, this exploration to identify
important features and reveal latent relationships
between input (innovation enablers) and output
(innovation indicators) variables is expected to add to
the literature by providing the feasible conditions for
a country to achieve superior innovative power.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to grade
input variables relative to 7 chosen output variables
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and identify a few countries that are the most striking
examples of strongest and weakest innovation
indicators based on their innovation efficiency ratio
rankings. Rough set (RS) theory is used for discrete
feature selection for some general rules on features
that possibly lead to better or poorer innovation
performance. The results from these two analysis
paradigms are compared: one from a linear,
continuous, and statistical overview and the other
through a stepwise, discrete, and reductionist
approach. This study is expected to help researchers
and policymakers to better frame perspectives for
stronger innovations across future economies.
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